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ABSTRACT

Snyder, Gregory R. M.S., Purdue University, May 2014. Applications of Calculated
Second Harmonic Generation Tensors on Monomolecular and Bimolecular Systems.
Major Professor: Garth J. Simpson.

The field of nonlinear optics (NLO) has proven itself as a relatively recent and
powerful area of science in the areas of microscopy and high-sensitivity quantification
measurements. In particular, symmetry selective NLO processes such as second
harmonic generation (SHG) take advantage of symmetry rules to cancel background
noise almost completely, leading to both high resolution images and limits of detection
(LOD) in the photon counting range. Background noise in SHG is negated as result of
signal cancellation in systems containing inversion symmetry; generally isotropic
sources. Quantum mechanical computational chemistry has enriched the field of NLO by
enabling studies on hypothetical systems and environments that are otherwise
unobtainable in experiments. Such systems are of benefit to study on account of their
simplicity and the removal of common sources of experimental interference. In the
presented work, three particular examples are presented. In the first example, simulated
SHG response is investigated for noncentrosymmetric dimers constructed from nominally
centrosymmetric monomers whilst a theoretical explanation is developed for the origin of
said response.

In the second example, calculated SHG tensor elements are used in a

xi
sum-over-orientations algorithm to approximate experimentally bright SHG responses on
various crystallized active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs). By comparison with
experiments, the predictive capability of time-dependent Hartree Fock (TDHF) is
assessed with promising results. In the third example, SHG tensor elements calculated
using TDHF simulations are utilized to predict polarization dependent two-photon
absorption (PDTPA) for monomolecular systems. This is done by relating each SHG
element to the product of the two-photon absorption element with the polarization
dependent transition dipole.

1

CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview
The simplicity of simulated systems in nonlinear optics (NLO) is often a key
incentive for studying them. By removing complications often seen in experiments, such
as background noise, power variation in the laser, alignment errors in the instrument, and
all the uncontrollable variables involved in sample preparation, the utility of
computational chemistry to the field becomes apparent. But perhaps even more useful is
the ability to study systems otherwise entirely unobtainable in real experiments. Such
theoretical systems, even if never encountered in the laboratory, can still be of merit to
study. For example, consider the observance of second harmonic generation (SHG) from
noncentrosymmetric multimers constructed from nominally centrosymmetric monomers,
the mechanism of which is still being explored and discussed today. Simulated
experiments enable the study of systems as small as a single noncentrosymmetric dimer
built from two small centrosymmetric molecules in vacuum. Such small systems are
much easier to fully describe electronically with molecular orbital theory than the large,
globular crystals actually observed in experiments. Of particular example is the single
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dimer system consisting of two 1,3-butadiene molecules connected via pi stacking. The
molecular orbital theory describing this system, and how it relates to a possible
mechanism for SHG, is discussed in greater detail in chapter two.
Another type of simple and hypothetical system is the single unit crystallized
active pharmaceutical ingredient (API). By utilizing algorithms provided by additional
mathematical software (such as Mathcad), the relative SHG intensity for each API over a
dynamic range can be predicted. Such algorithms include a sum-over-orientations
calculation and how to take into account packing density via the cell volume. Further
information regarding this approach, and how it impacts the drug development process,
can be found in chapter three.
Finally, multiple types of computational calculations can be combined to predict
molecular NLO properties previously unavailable to simulated experiments. For
example, the use of SHG tensor elements and gamma tensor elements, along with their
relationships to the molecular transition dipole and the two-photon absorption/emission
matrices, can be exploited to calculate polarization-dependent two-photon absorption
(PDTPA). More information on this topic can be found in chapter four.
Information in the following sections of chapter one provide further introduction
on each of the three above mentioned simulated experiments, as well as the motivation
behind them and how they can be applied to material science and drug development.

1.2 Organic Materials for Nonlinear Optical Applications
Monomers whose symmetry forbids SHG activity initially appear fruitless in the
construction of new organic materials for nonlinear optical applications. But recent
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experiments prove that bright SHG signal can come from systems consisting of
nominally centrosymmetric monomers

. This is accomplished so long as the

macromolecular system itself adopts a noncentrosymmetric arrangement. The exact
mechanism which describes the observance of SHG from these systems is yet to be
unambiguously determined. The related experiment attempts to provide evidence that
exciton coupling between noncentrosymmetrically aligned conjugated bonds on the
monomers is the correct mechanism.
One example of SHG arising from systems of nominally centrosymmetric
monomers has been found in squaraines

. In this example, signal could be seen from

analysis of Languir-Blodgett films built from centrosymmetric chromophores. In the
actual system studied, each pair of monomers had formed a T-shaped dimer. The signal
was attributed to intermolecular charge transfer between the two chromophores. This
direct charge transfer was said to break the centrosymmetry of each individual
monomer . However, the actual structures of the squaraine multimers were not known,
given the challenges of obtaining high-resolution structures of single monolayer organic
films. While charge transfer alone can account for the observed SHG, this proposed
mechanism cannot exclude alternative possible explanations. This is especially the case
when lacking molecular information on the actual structures produced through said
intermolecular interactions. Not all squairanes adopt T-shaped dimers, for example.
Some adopt π-stacked systems , or π-stacked herring-bone structures within the
extended lattice.
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Bright SHG can also be seen in H-aggregates of astaxanthin . Astaxanthin is a
type of centrosymmetric carotenoid. Each astaxinthin monomer is both rigid and
centrosymmetric. The energetically stable crystal form for astaxinthin is also that of a
centrosymmetric SHG-inactive lattice . The lack of donor-acceptor-donor sites rules
out direct or even partial charge-transfer as a viable mechanism for SHG.
In both previous examples, the observed SHG response for the multimer systems
can be suggested to arise from intermolecular effects on the conjugated electronic motion
of each monomer. Thus, it is reasonable to begin studies on an individual monomer
unaffected by intermolecular forces from a nearby neighbor. Then exciton coupling
theory can be introduced as a mechanism for the electronic structure perturbations and
the resulting SHG

.

The related experiment proposes and utilizes such a mechanism to justify nonzero
SHG signal in noncentrosymmetric multimers constructed from centrosymmetric
monomers. The specific system modelled consisted of simply two butadiene molecules
in which one double bond was overlapped with the other to produce a ‘Y’ shaped dimer.
Such a system was simple, computationally cheap, and suitable for providing a
foundation for interpreting extended multimeric systems. Supplemental experimants on
crystallized centrosymmetric 2,6-di-tertbutyl-anthraquinone (TAQ) via SHG microscopy
were conducted to provide positive and negative controls and test predictions made by
the exciton coupling mechanism. The results of the theory based experiment provide
insights for predicting NLO properties of larger extended clusters and aggregates.
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1.3 Application of an Algorithm for API Development
SHG microscopy is heavily utilized in the areas of chiral crystal detection and
analysis. Due to inherent noise cancellation from inversion symmetry, the signal-to-noise
ratio is high relative to other microscopy techniques. The result is a high selectivity for
noncentrosymmetic crystals, overcoming the need for time-consuming signal-averaging.
The assessment of crystallized APIs posits a particularly rich application for SHG
microscopy. Crystalline properties, such as the rate of nucleation and the relative
solubility in various temperatures and equilibria, is crucial when considering the
development of new drugs. Crystallization of an API is necessary for determining its
crystal structure, polymorphic forms, and stability.
Amorphous alternatives are also being increasingly utilized to promote drug
solubility and bioavailability

, creating a need to accurately determine the relative

crystalline and amorphous content in a sample. By crystallizing the API under various
temperatures, levels of humidity, and equilibria, the overall stability of the entire drug
itself can be estimated. Due to zero signal from centrosymmetric media, SHG is both
highly sensitive and highly selective for chiral crystals. Indeed limits of detection from
SHG measurements are often many orders of magnitude lower than other common
methods

. Thus, SHG microscopy is particularly useful in application to the

pharmaceutical development process.
Nonetheless, some complications still exist. Chiral crystals of different APIs
show remarkable variability in SHG response. This is mainly due to variable conjugated
contributions from the electronic structure of each API; the main driving force behind the
NLO process. Different crystalline geometries also play a contributing role. Different
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levels of polymorphic mixing can also induce variety in SHG response for the same API,
adding further complication. SHG active excipients also prove to be a regular problem.
Consequently, it is useful to know an API’s approximate SHG a priori. A
theoretical model for predicting an API’s relative response is one possible solution. The
related experiment calculates SHG tensor elements from time-dependent Hartree Fock
(TDHF) in GAMESS of unit size chiral crystals of APIs. The calculation itself involves
the determination of the second derivative of the API’s polarizability with respect to an
off resonance driving AC field. All modelled APIs, eighteen in total, were directly
compared with SHG experiments. A good correlation in relative SHG response was
observed between theory and experiment.

1.4 Polarization-Dependent Two-Photon Absorption from TDHF
Analytical theory was combined with time-dependent quantum chemical
calculations to generate polarization-dependent nonlinear optical tensors, potentially
addressing key limitations in alternative sum-over-states approaches. For more than a
decade, even-ordered nonlinear optical techniques have been observed to be highly
sensitive to chirality. Several possible origins of the chiral sensitivity have been
suggested. However, many of the current approaches for calculating molecular
hyperpolarizabilities do not easily or accurately recover the resonant response driving
some of the most interesting measurements. Thus, an alternative approach has been
described.
The derived analytical theory posits the hyperpolarizability tensor (χ(2)) as the
kronecker product of the electronic transition dipole and the alpha matrix for two-photon
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absorption over a frequency-dependent line shaped function. Each χ(2) element can be
decomposed into lower rank tensors, and this mathematical concept was exploited to
show that certain ratios of different χ(2) elements are approximately equal near resonance.
χ(2) was calculated for gas-phase formaldehyde and tryptophan near the first
resonance using TDHF simulations in general atomic and molecular electronic structure
system (GAMESS) quantum mechanical software; the sign and values of the compared
ratios were in good agreement for both molecules. A linear fit with the line shaped model
was also applied to the formaldehyde χ(2) elements in order to produce coefficients for the
first six optically allowed resonances. The same ratios were taken with these coefficients,
and the data was also found to be in good agreement.
Assuming that the nonlinear optical properties of a protein are dominated by the
aromatic backbone, future studies beyond this experiment could include using an
algorithm to predict polarization-dependent nonlinear optics of protein crystals.
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CHAPTER 2 EXCITON COUPLING INDUCED SHG IN DIMERS

2.1 Introduction
Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) signal observed from systems built from
nominally centrosymmetric molecular units can be interpreted using the simple exciton
coupling model. A relatively straightforward example was shown using the single
hypothetical butadiene dimer held together via overlapping conjugated bonds. Timedependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) calculations of the nonlinear polarizability of the dimer
were attributed to this model based on the electronic structure of the monomer and the
relative orientation between the monomers. Experiments on a sample of centrosymmetric
2,6 di-tertbutyl-anthraquinone (TAQ) gave evidence for a mixture of crystals both SHGactive and SHG-inactive. The dominant form is centrosymmetric, structurally known,
and SHG-inactive. The various metastable impurities are SHG-active and are likely
arranged in noncentrosymmetric molecular configurations not too different from the
hypothetical butadiene dimer.
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2.2 Theoretical Framework
Molecular orbital theory can be used to assist in the interpretation of SHG-activity
via exciton coupling. In particular, the work utilized the molecular orbital diagram for
the 1,3-buadiene dimer. For nominally centrosymmetric molecules, it is well established
that all vibrational and electronic transitions are exclusively one-photon or two-photon
allowed, but never both simultaneously. Each molecular second harmonic generation
tensor,

, is simply described by the product of the two-photon transition matrices α

and the one-photon transition moments μ. It should be clear, then, that in systems which
are either exclusively one-photon or two-photon allowed, every nonlinear tensor must go
to zero value. This is especially clear given the equation below. This description only
holds when the incident energy is near half the resonance an electronic transition.

 ijk  2 ;  ,     S n  2  0i n njk0

(1)

n

Eq. 1 also only holds for systems in the ground state. The frequency (ω) dependent

is

a line-shaped function, and is complex valued. It can be described as follows:
S n  2  

1
1

 n  2  i n

(2)

corresponds to resonant frequency between the ground state and any given excited
state. The last term in the denominator is the damping constant.
Adding together all of the monomer excited states gives the corresponding dimer
states. However, to have a good approximation, only those monomer states that are
closest in energy need be considered.
 d   cm  m1   m2 
m

(3)
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Figure 2-2 gives the actual molecular orbital diagram describing the linear
combination of monomer orbitals to get the dimer orbitals. Each exciton state in the
dimer can be described by the sums and differences of the one-photon transition moments
and the two-photon matrices from each corresponding monomer transition. If each g
dimer state is only described by the monomer states g1 and g2, and each u dimer state is
only described by the monomer states u1 and u2, then there should still be no SHG signal
expected from the dimer. This is again due to one-photon and two-photon exclusivity
and taking into account Eq. 1. However, if the g dimer states are allowed even minor
contribution from the monomer u states, and dimer u states are allowed minor
contribution from the dimer g states, then it becomes clear that SHG signal is enabled.
These minor contributions are described by Eq. 3. Essentially, it is the mixing of twophoton absorption character (even if relatively minor) into one-photon allowed monomer
transitions and vice versa, which enable the observance of SHG signal in the dimer.

2.3 Results of the Simulation
Before considering the butadiene dimer, it is useful to start with a review of the
electronic structure of the monomer. Butadiene conforms to the C2h point group, which is
centrosymmetric and SHG-inactive by symmetry. Based on quantum chemical
calculations, the two lowest energy transitions correspond to a -* HOMO-LUMO
transition of Bu symmetry, with the next highest energy transition corresponding to Bg
symmetry. As required by symmetry in centrosymmetric molecules, each transition must
be allowed for either one-photon or two-photon excitation, but not both. In this case, the
Bu transition is one-photon allowed and two-photon forbidden, while the Bg state is one-
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photon forbidden and two-photon allowed. Quantum chemical calculations of the
butadiene monomer confirm these expectations, even when symmetry is not rigorously
imposed.
When positioned in a -stacking configuration such as shown in Figure 2-1, the
symmetry of the dimer becomes C2, with the A and B states generated from linear
combinations of the monomer states. Because of the odd symmetry of the -orbitals, the
difference states are lower in energy than the sum states in -stacked dimers, consistent
with the exciton coupling diagram depicted in Figure 2-2.
The exciton coupling model of a dimer is fully rigorous in the limit of inclusion of
all excited states in the summation. In brief, the set of excited states serves as a basis set
for recovering the new states in the coupled system. Since the excited states themselves
are constructed from a linear combination of fundamental basis set functions, so too are
the states produced from exciton coupling. In the limit of weak coupling consistent with
intermolecular interactions (as opposed to covalent bond formation), each exciton state of
a dimer can be reasonably described by the interactions between just one or two excited
states of the monomer. However, the practical need to consider a finite number of excited
state couplings can potentially introduce uncertainties in the approach. Consequently, the
approach is likely to be most accurate when the coupling between monomers is relatively
weak (such that only a few excited states are required to recover the exciton states) and
for molecular systems with a relatively sparse population of spectrally overlapping
excited states capable of participation in coupling. These are both reasonable assumptions
in the present case.
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Unlike the C2h point group, the A and B states of the dimer can in principle each
be both one-photon and two-photon allowed. However, in practice the core nature of the
monomer transitions is carried over when describing the excited state transitions in the
dimer arising from exciton coupling. Within the validity of this simple exciton coupling
description, the most significant contributions to the dimer states will be produced from
the sums and differences of the corresponding orbitals of the monomers. For example,
considering just the two excited state transitions shown in Figure 2-2, the one-photon
transition moment to the first excited B state should be recovered from the vector
difference between the two monomer transition moments, resulting in predominantly ypolarized transition with an oscillator strength equal to the y-component of the monomer
multiplied by 2.
The total wavefunction describing the lowest excited state transition in the dimer
can be written as a linear combination of both the major one-photon allowed Bu
contributions and the minor two-photon allowed Bg contributions.
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The corresponding transition moments as well as the matrices describing two-photon
absorption can be similarly produced from appropriately weighted sums and differences.
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Although cBu  cBg , the presence of a nonzero contribution from the Bg transition
provides some two-photon transition character that can drive nonzero values of the
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hyperpolarizability tensor (2). In this simplified three-state model for the monomer, the
hyperpolarizability tensor for the lowest-lying B state is approximated by the following
expression.

 Bijk  S B  2   Bi  Bjk  S B  2  cB   1B   B2
u

u

u

  c 
i

Bg

1
Bg

  B2g



jk

; cBu  cBg (6)

The corresponding tensor contributions for the A states is given by the summation (rather
than the difference) between the monomer  and  terms.
This model suggests several specific predictions that can be compared directly
with computational and experimental results. First, that the dominant tensor elements
driving the hyperpolarizability in the dimer can be predicted based on the symmetries of
the corresponding monomer states contributing to exciton coupling. Second, that in the
limit of weak inter-chromophore coupling, the SHG-activity should approach zero.
Third, that the SHG-activity of the dimer should be substantially enhanced close to
resonance, but approach zero far from resonance. And finally, that significant charge
transfer is not expected for the observation of SHG-activity in the dimer.
The first prediction follows directly from the analysis exemplified in Eq. 6. The
second is clear conceptually, but potentially less so mathematically. In the limit of weak
coupling, the excited state energies of an exciton pair converge to nearly degenerate
values. In this limit, it becomes nearly mathematically equivalent to describe the dimer in
a basis set consisting of two uncoupled monomers rather than as a coupled dimer. The
key criterion has already been established for assessing whether the hyperpolarizability
can be considered through the coherent summation of two uncoupled monomers, or if
coupling and exciton state descriptions are required. Specifically, coupling should be
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considered if the energy splitting is comparable or greater than the experimental
linewidth of the transition, and can safely be neglected under conditions in which it is
not.
The third prediction is closely related to the second. From inspection of Eq. 2, the
weighting of each exciton state in the net hyperpolarizability is related to the energy
difference between the exciton state and 2ħ, where  is the fundamental frequency. As
the second harmonic frequency moves away from resonance, the contribution from each
of the exciton states approaches a single constant. For example, the two exciton transition
moments from the pair of Bu monomer states each contribute with approximately equal
weight, such that the net result is closely approximated by the direct coherent sum of the
uncoupled monomers. Correspondingly, in this limit far from resonance the perturbation
from exciton coupling becomes negligible.

,

Since the unperturbed system of two

centrosymmetric monomers is SHG-inactive, the nonresonant result should also converge
to that same outcome far from resonance.
The fourth prediction is quite straightforward. Since neither of the monomers
possesses a net dipole nor charge transfer character in any of the transitions, little or no
charge transfer is expected in the exciton states produced from sums and differences of
those same monomer states.
The predictions of the exciton coupling model were compared with the results of
quantum chemical calculations of the linear and nonlinear optical properties of the
butadiene monomer as a point of reference for interpreting the NLO properties of the
dimer structures. CIS calculations for the monomer were performed and are summarized
briefly in the Supporting Information. In brief, the lowest lying excited state corresponds
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to a transition of Bu symmetry, consistent with the presence of a transition moment
polarized within the xz plane using the coordinate system indicated in Figure 2-2. The
next highest excited state is one-photon forbidden, suggesting either Ag or Bg symmetry.
The symmetry is tentatively assigned as Bg based on trends in the dimer detailed below.
The butadiene structure considered computationally was one in which just one
pair of carbon atoms were coparallel and -stacked, as shown in Figure 2-2. In this
configuration, the butadiene dimer has C2 symmetry. A summary of the linear optical
properties of the dimer is provided in the Supporting Information.
As a simple confirmatory test, the hyperpolarizability as a function of
intermolecular separation is shown in Figure 2-3. As one might expect, the magnitude of
each hyperpolarizability tensor element uniformly decreases as the intermolecular
distance is increased, asymptotically approaching a value of zero in the limit of negligible
inter-chromophore coupling consistent with the second prediction of the exciton coupling
model.
The hyperpolarizability tensor elements as a function of fundamental wavelength
are summarized in Figure 2-4. Results for the frequency-dependent dimer calculations
clearly demonstrate a trend in which the beta tensor elements are rapidly reduced in
magnitude as the incident wave is shifted further from resonance. Again, this observation
is in good agreement with the predictions of the exciton coupling model.
Interestingly, the largest magnitude for the SHG-activity is given in the “chiral”

zxy tensor element with the largest relative enhancement close to resonance. The
dominance of this contribution can be understood within the context of the exciton
coupling model by considering just the two lowest excited states in the butadiene
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monomer. The monomer Bu (HOMO-LUMO) transition is polarized within the yz-plane
of the chromophore and oriented largely along the long z-axis of the molecule. The
lowest energy B-exciton state in the dimer should be formed from the difference of the
two monomer wavefunctions (given the sign difference between the p-orbitals), with
symmetry dictating that it be y-polarized, and with a transition moment roughly 2 larger
in magnitude than the monomer, in excellent agreement with the quantum chemical
calculations. Similarly, the next highest excited state in the dimer should consist of the
sum of the monomer wavefunctions, corresponding to an A-state with a z-polarized
transition moment. The major contributions to this pair of A and B states will arise from
coupling primarily from just the two one-photon allowed monomer Bu states. However,
the dimer A and B states can also borrow minor contributions from the next highest twophoton allowed excited state of Bg symmetry. For a transition of Bg symmetry, the
nonzero TPA tensor elements in the monomer will be αxy and αxz, the first of which can
contribute exclusively to A-states in the dimer, and the second exclusively to B-states.
Combining the nonzero elements of  and  according to Eq. 1, the lowest energy
dimer transition should be dominated by the βyxz tensor element (nonzero µy and
borrowed αxz), and the next highest transition dominated by the βzxy tensor element (large
µz and borrowed αxy). Given the larger one-photon transition moment along the long
monomer z-axis, it is not surprising that the second excited state in the dimer
corresponding to the βzxy tensor element drives much of the NLO activity near resonance.
These combined conditions predict relatively large contributions from the “chiral”
tensor elements, in reasonably good agreement with the computational results. The tensor
elements βzyx and βyxz are larger in magnitude than all other tensor elements (at all three
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wavelengths considered). For example, the next most significant tensor element was βzzz,
presumably arising from the large µz from the Bu monomer transition coupled with αzz
contributions from the next higher excited states of Bg symmetry.
The steep sensitivity of the calculated hyperpolarizability with fundamental
wavelength indicated in Figure 2-3 is noteworthy. This trend is consistent with the
molecular orbital diagram depicted in Figure 2-2, assuming the “borrowing” of the onephoton and two-photon contributions goes both ways in this two-excited state limit.
While the lowest two excited states of the dimer yield nonzero values for βyxz (nonzero µy
and borrowed αxz ) and βzxy (large µz and borrowed αxy), the next highest exciton pair will
similarly be driven largely by equal and opposite contribution to those same tensor
elements βyxz (borrowed µy and nonzero αxz ) and βzxy (borrowed µz and nonzero αxy). The
requirement that they sum to approximately zero in the two-excited state model arises
simply by nature of the centrosymmetry of the monomers from which the dimer states
were generated. Of course, additional excited states are also present and contributing, but
the general sensitivity to resonance-enhancement in the dimer can still be qualitatively
understood within the context of this argument.

2.4 Results of the Experiment
Crystals of TAQ form a particularly useful benchmark to test the exciton coupling
model. The particular set of nonzero tensor elements generated from exciton coupling
depend solely on the relative orientation, and not their relative position. The magnitudes
of the tensor elements are affected by the degree of coupling, but not which tensor
elements are nonzero. Consequently, the allowed tensor elements are arguably most
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easily identified by considering first structures for the TAQ dimer with different relative
positions between the monomers. Based on a previously published crystal structure, TAQ
forms a centrosymmetric, SHG-inactive crystal structure of P1 symmetry, in which every
monomer is in exactly the same orientation within the lattice and each monomer is
centrosymmetric. Considering a dimer formed from two monomers of identical
orientation, the wavefunctions for the sum states will simply be identical but rescaled,
and all the difference states will be zero-valued. As such, the SHG activity of the TAQ
dimer and crystal is interesting to interpret within the context of the exciton coupling
model. Considering a dimer comprised of two monomers offset in space by not rotated,
the symmetry of the dimer is formally Ci and should result in no SHG activity.
In SHG measurements of TAQ powders as received (Figure 2-5), the large
majority (92.6% of the total area) was SHG-inactive as expected based on the known
crystal form. Consequently, the absence of significant SHG from the large majority of the
TAQ powder is in excellent agreement with both the established bulk crystal symmetry
and the exciton coupling arguments.
Since the established crystal structure for TAQ material is symmetry-forbidden
for SHG,26 it is particularly noteworthy that strong SHG is nevertheless observed from
localized domains within the powdered sample. While the large majority of the TAQ
powder is SHG-inactive consistent with expectations, approximately 7.4% of the total
area in Figure 2-5a is occupied by SHG-active domains, representing a small but
significant total volume fraction of the material. The SHG activities of the TAQ crystals
rival those of BaTiO3, used as a reference material. Recrystallization by rapid
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desolvation resulted in a ~10-fold increase in the integrated SHG activity of the TAQ
powder per unit area, shown in Figure 2-5d.
Following recrystallization, the SHG-active TAQ crystals were placed in a sealed
container with a saturated vapor pressure of 1,4-dioxane (the solvent used in the initial
crystallization), then re-imaged after 3 days at room temperature (Figure 2-5e, 2-5f).
Over this time-frame, the SHG activity of the sample within the same field of view was
reduced 27-fold to levels similar to those observed initially within the crystalline powder.
The observation of such a reduction in SHG from an identical region of the
powder strongly suggests the absence of bulk-allowed quadrupolar or magnetic dipole
origins for the observed SHG signals. Both higher-order effects arise with comparable
efficiency irrespective of the presence or absence of centrosymmetry in the bulk. As
such, their contributions would be unlikely to be perturbed by the solvent-mediated
recrystallization. This observation is in noteworthy contrast to vibrational SFG
measurements of the benzene/air interface, in which calculations and measurements
suggest quadrupole effects may be significant.

,

Furthermore, SHG arising from trace

impurities can similarly be excluded, as they would be present in equal quantities before
and after exposure to solvent vapor. In addition, the SHG intensity produced by TAQ
rivals that of the noncentrosymmetric bulk dipole-allowed BaTiO3 reference, which
strongly suggests a bulk-allowed electric dipole origin if the observed signal.
Given the steep dependence on the preparation method, the SHG arising from the
TAQ following recrystallization is attributed to the production of at least one alternative
new noncentrosymmetric crystal form. In previous studies, it has been shown that rapid
solvent evaporation can promote the formation of metastable polymorphs by placing
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crystallization under kinetic control rather than thermodynamic control.

,

The observed

loss in SHG activity shown in Figure 2-5 following exposure of the crystals to solvent
vapor is in good agreement with this explanation, as adsorbed solvent films can facilitate
the interconversion between different crystalline solvates and/or polymorphs.
Two possible mechanisms for the observed bright SHG-activity within the TAQ
crystals are considered. First, intermolecular interactions could be distorting TAQ to
break the molecular inversion symmetry. This mechanism can be excluded by inspection
of the structure of TAQ, which consists of a rigid ring with significant flexibility only in
the t-butyl rotation angles. It is unlikely that the relatively weak intermolecular
interactions driving crystal packing will substantially distort the centrosymmetric ring
structure driving the nonlinear polarizability of TAQ. It is equally unlikely that a
noncentrosymmetric eclipsed configuration for the t-butyl groups as opposed to the
centrosymmetric staggered configuration would exhibit substantially enhanced nonlinear
optical activity of the monomer. Consequently, the observation of SHG activity is
attributed to intermolecular exciton coupling interactions within a noncentrosymmetric
lattice.
It is interesting that the regions of high SHG in TAQ were brighter than the
BaTiO3 reference materials. Given that the molecular building block is forbidden by
symmetry to produce SHG, such bright signals are clear indicators of intermolecular
interactions within the lattice as a key driving influence. The influence of these
interactions is likely further increased through resonance-enhancement. The low lying
transitions in TAQ approach energies correspond to the twice the incident photon energy,
while BaTiO3 is transparent throughout the visible spectrum.
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The presence of an SHG-active form for the TAQ crystals is in excellent
qualitative agreement with the exciton coupling model described herein. While the
packing arrangement within this new polymorph is not yet established, for the present
purposes it is sufficient to note that it is clearly and strongly SHG-active, despite being
produced from a centrosymmetric molecular building block.
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Table 2-1 CIS calculations on butadiene monomer and dimer. Each monomer transition
gives rise, through addition and subtraction, to two dimer transitions.
1st excited state

Monomer
Energy: 198.2 nm
= 0 Debye
= -1.37 Debye
= 6.47 Debye
Symmetry: Bu

2nd excited state

Energy: 190.9 nm
= 0 Debye
= 0 Debye
= 0 Debye
Symmetry: Bg

3rd excited state

Energy: 181.0 nm
= 0.79 Debye
= 0 Debye
= 0 Debye
Symmetry: Au

Dimer (8.0 A)
Energy: 199.8 nm
=0.01 Debye
= -1.92 Debye
= 0 Debye
Symmetry: B
Energy: 196.9 nm
= 0 Debye
= 0 Debye
= 9.04 Debye
Symmetry: A
Energy: 191.4 nm
= 0 Debye
= -0.09 Debye
= 0 Debye
Symmetry: B
Energy: 191.3 nm
= 0 Debye
= 0 Debye
= -0.21 Debye
Symmetry: A
Energy: 181.1 nm
= 0 Debye
= 0 Debye
= -0.01 Debye
Symmetry: A
Energy: 181.1 nm

Dimer (3.8 A)
Energy: 211.1 nm
= -0.02 Debye
= 1.76 Debye
= 0 Debye
Symmetry: B
Energy: 193.8 nm
= 0 Debye
= 0 Debye
= -6.90 Debye
Symmetry: A
Energy: 193.2 nm
= 0.11 Debye
= -0.26 Debye
= 0 Debye
Symmetry: B
Energy: 187.9 nm
= 0 Debye
= 0 Debye
= 3.77 Debye
Symmetry: A
Energy: 182.8 nm
= 0 Debye
= 0 Debye
= 3.72 Debye
Symmetry: A
Energy: 182.2 nm

= 1.18 Debye

= -2.21 Debye

= 0 Debye

=0 Debye

= 0 Debye

= 0 Debye

Symmetry: B

Symmetry: B
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Figure 2-1 Butadiene dimer images. 1,3-butadiene dimer used in quantum simulations,
arranged so that the z-axis is the primary axis of rotation. The z-axis is blue, the x-axis is
red, and the y-axis is green. The monomers are stacked on top of each other to form a
‘Y’ shape as can be seen from the top-down view of the second image. The distance
between the monomers is 3.8 Å, which matches the π-stacking distance between the
aromatic rings in the crystal structure used in the companion paper.
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Figure 2-2 Exciton coupling diagram for 1,3-butadiene. Terms in parenthesis represent
relatively small contributions from a different dimer transition. Such overlap in
molecular orbitals is allowed due to similar symmetry.
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Figure 2-3 Calculated hyperpolarizability of 1,3-butadiene dimer at varying dimer
distances. All calculations were performed at 450 nm.
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Figure 2-4 Calculated hyperpolarizability of the 1,3-butadiene dimer at different incident
frequencies. All calculations were performed at a dimer separation of 3.8 Å.
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Figure 2-5 Laser transmitted images of TAQ. Different crystallization conditions are
presented (top row) along with the corresponding SHG images (bottom row). The
chemical structure of TAQ is also shown in the inset. Figure a) and b) correspond to the
powder as received, c) and d) correspond to the crystals grown by the solvent evaporation
over the time course of a few minutes, e) and f) are the images of the same sample
following enclosure in a chamber containing high solvent vapor pressure for three days.
The SHG images are all presented using a common intensity scale relative to a BaTiO3
nanoparticle reference.
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CHAPTER 3 PREDICTED SHG OF API CRYSTALS FROM SHG TENSORS

3.1 Introduction
A model for predicting the anticipated second harmonic generation (SHG) activity
of active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) crystals was developed based on combining
time-dependent Hatree-Fock calculations of the molecular building block with analytical
theory for the predicted intensity from the lattice. Predicted trends agreed well overall
with experimental measurements of 18 representative APIs. Inspection of the SHG
images suggest that outliers from the predicted trends likely arose either from the
presence of trace SHG-active metastable crystal forms not considered in the predictions
or from relatively poor crystallinity within the sample. The success of this relatively
simple computational approach suggests a route for reliably predicting the anticipated
SHG activities of API target molecules, which in turn can serve to indicate their potential
compatibility with analysis by SHG.
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3.2 Computational Algorithim and Experimental Confirmation
All calculations were done using the General Atomic and Molecular Structure
System (GAMESS

,

quantum chemical package. Each hyperpolarizability calculation

was performed using time-dependent Hartree Fock (TDHF) using a restricted Hartree
Fock self-consistent field with a 6-311G basis set including d and p heavy atom
polarization functions and diffuse L-Shell on heavy atoms. The incident energy for all
calculations was chosen to be 0.043 Hartrees, corresponding to the 1060 nm incident
beam used in the experiments. Unmodified atomic geometry coordinates were obtained
from the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD . Avogadro software, version 1.0.3, was
used to convert the files to GAMESS input cards. Chimera NLOPredict was used for
the tensor evaluations and visualizations. Calculations were performed on the following
molecules with TDHF: benzocaine, captopril, clarithromycin, D-(-)Salicin,
dexamethasone, efavirenz, flutamide, griseofulvin, itraconazole, ketoconazole, loratadine,
mevastatin, naproxen, quinidine, tacrolimus, tadalafil, tolazamide, and triamcinolone.
From the molecular tensors, the (2) tensors of the crystals were estimated by
performing the symmetry operations of the lattice as described previously.

,

In both

studies, the bulk crystal NLO properties were approximated by averaging the orientations
of the individual molecular tensors and then taking their coherent sum. A graphical
illustration of this process is shown in Figure 3-1 for the P21 21 21 lattice of captopril.In the
case of the P21 21 21 crystal of captopril in Figure 3-1, three orthogonal

rotations were

performed about the three principal axes. Although the symmetry operations formally
correspond to combinations of both rotation and translation, the translation distance is
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much less than the wavelength of light and can reasonably be neglected in the analysis.
Each individual panel is a visual hyper-ellipsoid representation of the molecular (2)
tensor, the length of which corresponds to the magnitude of the zzz projection along that
direction in space and the color of which indicates the sign of the emerging field (red =
negative, blue = positive).8 Coherent summation of the four different captopril
orientations present within the lattice leads to the net response indicated to the right in the
figure. In addition to the hyper-ellipsoid representation, a complementary vector-sphere
representation is also show. Whereas the hyper-ellipsoid only indicates the projection
onto the normal of the sphere, the vector-sphere recovers the polarization direction of the
nonlinear field and is therefore a more complete map. Finally, the tensor was then scaled
based on crystal packing density by simply dividing by the unit volume to produce the
crystal (2) susceptibility.
The instrument utilized for sample analysis is a commercially-available
Formulatrix SONICC system powered by a Fianium FemtoPower laser, 1060 nm,
capable of producing 1.3 W, 51 MHz repetition rate, and a 166 fs pulse width. Multiple
models of this instrument are available, with various detector configurations. The model
utilized in this study collected SHG light in the transmission direction, and two-photon
excited UV fluorescence (TPE-UVF) light in the refelected (epi) direction, with the latter
generated by passing the 1060 nm light through a lithium triborate doubling crystal prior
to the sample, generating 530 nm light. While theoretical TPE-UVF activities were not
calculated, the collection of TPE-UVF data was prudent for several reasons, including:
aiding in the analysis of outliers, experimental demonstration of an equally large dynamic
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range for TPE-UVF, and the relative ease of obtaining additional data given the
automation of the measurements on the commercial platform.
Sample preparation can significantly influence the degree of scattering of both the
incident laser and the signal that is generated. The samples were sieved resulting in a
particle size range between 106-250 µm (tacrolimus and tadalafil were not sieved due to
limited sample quantity and cost constraints). Once sieved, the powdered samples were
placed between two glass cover slips and filled to the tops of binder reinforcement rings,
allowing for uniform sample thickness. Four replicates of each sample were prepared,
and within each sample three spots were examined for a total of 12 replicate
measurements per API. Due to the variability of sample and sample-holder positioning, a
1 mm distance in the z-direction (parallel to beam propagation) was probed in 40 µm
steps to ensure the entire sample was imaged. Vendors for all compounds measured are
listed in the supplementary information.
Due to the inherent variability in both the SHG and fluorescence activities of
APIs, multiple acquisition profiles were necessary to remain within the linear dynamic
range of the photon counting hardware used. The incident laser powers at the sample
along with acquisition times are listed in Table 3-1 for each unique acquisition profile.
The instrument utilizes beam-scanning at ~8 kHz, allowing for higher incident laser
powers while also mitigating sample damage. The laser was focused onto the sample with
a pseudo-10x objective providing a 500 x 500 µm field of view, corresponding to 512 8bit pixels on each axis.
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Each field of view for the data collected was averaged and stacked (NIH ImageJ).
The z-plane for each sample corresponding to the greatest signal intensity was averaged
with two z-planes above and below. An average signal intensity for each API was
generated by averaging all 12 replicates. Also reported are the 95% confidence intervals.

3.3 Results and Reliability of the Algorithm in Predicting SHG Signal of APIs
A comparison of the predicted and measured SHG activities of 18 representative
APIs is shown in Figure 3-2. The experimentally-determined SHG activity spanned a
range of 7 decades, from loratadine (dimmest) to flutamide (brightest). All results were
normalized to the signal of flutamide, as it was observed to have the highest SHG
activity. In general, good agreement was found between the predicted and observed SHG
activities of the different APIs. In most instances, the ab initio calculations with no
adjustable parameters were within and order of magnitude of the experimental
observations from relatively complex mixtures of powders. Given the many factors that
affect the observed SHG activity and the relative simplicity of the analytical model, the
recovery of such good agreement across 7 decades of variation in signal is especially
encouraging.
Experimental data for the same API provided in Figure 3-1 (captopril) is provided
in Figure 3-3. The brightfield image (Figure 3-3a) with a field of view of 500 x 500 um,
and the corresponding SHG image (Figure 3-3b), along with the TPE-UVF image (Figure
3-3c). A 3d rendered threshold image utilizing multiple z-planes and NIH ImageJ was
utilized to generate Figure 3-3d. A line trace of the SHG image from Figure 3-3b is
provided in Figure 3-3e providing the SHG intensity as a function of distance in one axis.
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The ketoconazole, efavirenz, and itraconazole samples were all racemates with
centrosymmetric lattices, with the theoretical response therefore simply set to the dark
noise limit of the instrument. However, the experimental results produced relatively
weak but clearly detectable localized SHG. Closer inspection of the images for these
three compounds suggest the presence of SHG-active puncta corresponding to a small
volume fraction of noncentrosymmetric material present. The sparse but nonzero SHG
activity is tentatively attributed to the presence of trace homochiral crystals present
within the mixture. Recent studies of metastable homochiral crystallization from racemic
solutions supports the relative ease with which such unfavored crystal forms can be
routinely produced.9 This argument is further supported by the much weaker SHG
response observed from crystals of the achiral molecule loratadine, which occupies a
centrosymmetric C2c space group and has no viable pathway to produce metastable
homochiral crystal forms.
Tadalafil and (D)-(-) salicin also represent two interesting outlying cases worthy
of additional discussion. Images for D-(-)-salicin are provided in the Supporting
Information and suggest the API was not fully crystalline. As shown in Figure 3-3, the
TPE-UVF and SHG images are generally expected to overlay reasonably well in
crystalline materials that exhibit both SHG activity and detectable UV fluorescence.
However, the two sets of images for salicin exhibited significant regions with relatively
bright TPE-UVF signals and negligible SHG activity. Qualitatively similar results
although not as pronounced were also observed in the case of tadalafil, also shown in the
Supporting Information. Therefore, the large disparity between the predicted and
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observed SHG response of these two APIs is tentatively attributed to poor crystallinity
within the samples.
A range of measured SHG and TPE-UVF activities for diverse representative
APIs and select excipients is provided in Figure 3-4. This expanded list helps place the
API’s used for quantum chemical calculations within the scope of the broader set of
anticipated SHG activities. It is interesting to note that the diversity in SHG activities
spanning ~7 decades is roughly comparable to the span of signals observed using TPEUVF. Furthermore, little correlation between the two signals was observed, as the two
processes arise from fundamentally different physical effects. This independence is
easily illustrated by the different behaviors between griseofulvin (bright for both
methods) and flutamide (among the brightest for SHG and weakest for TPE-UVF).
Reasonable agreement between the measured SHG activities and those predicted
based on ab initio TDHF calculations was observed for several representative APIs. The
seven-decade measured dynamic range of SHG activities observed for different APIs can
complicate a priori prediction of the appropriateness of a target for SHG analysis and/or
the selection of instrument setting consistent with the anticipated signal levels. This
computational framework can provide a starting point for initially estimating the
anticipated SHG activities of small molecule crystals based on known or assumed crystal
structures. Experimental outliers in which signals above predictions were observed in
racemic solids from unanticipated SHG-active domains are tentatively attributed to
homochiral metastable crystal forms. Based on comparisons between SHG and TPE-UVF
images, two instances of significant over-estimation of the anticipated SHG activity
(tadalafil and salicin) were attributed to the presence of poorly crystalline or amorphous
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API content. The reasonably good overall agreement between theory and experiment
generally suggest the validity of the computational approach, while also providing a
fairly straightforward strategy for estimating the anticipated SHG-activities of new smallmolecule candidate crystals.
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Table 3-1 Laser power vs collection time for API SHG and fluorescence. All of the
incident laser powers (at sample) and collection times used to that ensure signals
generated were within the dynamic range of the data acquisition cards, highlighting the
large variation in observable signal intensities from APIs.
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Figure 3-1 Hyperellipsoid representation of an API χ tensor. The tensor magnitude for
each individual panel was scaled down by a factor of 15 relative to the sum on the right
for clarity.
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Figure 3-2 Comparison between theory and experiment for known API structures. The
dotted line on the diagonal is shown to visualize perfect agreement between experiment
and theory. *Denotes a centrosymmetric crystalline space group, **denotes a racemic
crystalline form.
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Figure 3-3 Imaging data for API captopril. a) Brightfield image. b) Corresponding SHG
image, with 3d representation in d) and line trace (red) found in e), and c) a 2d TPE-UVF
image of the same FOV.
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a)

b)

Figure 3-4 Comparison of SHG and TPE-UVF activities for each API. A) Observed
relative SHG activities of all 42 compounds studied. Compounds are listed in order of
decreasing SHG activity, with dashed bars denoting compounds for which TDHF was
performed. B) Observed relative TPE-UVF activities of the same compounds.
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CHAPTER 4 PDTPA FROM TDHF CALCULATED SHG TENSORS

4.1 Introduction
Time-dependent Hartree Fock (TDHF) can produce individual polarizationdependent tensor elements for any incident frequency. Such tensor elements can be used
to indirectly calculate polarization-dependent two-photon absorption (PDTPA). As of
current, there is no reliable computational package available for obtaining PDTPA. A
sum-over-states approach has been utilized in the past

. This approach involves the

sum of contributions from hundreds of states. Unfortunately there exists a high
sensitivity to the basis sets used in the calculation and relatively poor reproducibility can
serve as a significant barrier for some systems. A newer, and perhaps more promising
approach, involves the use of TDHF calculations to determine the beta and gamma tensor
elements; and then applying a new theoretical equation to take certain ratios of tensor
elements which result in ratiometric two-photon absorption values.

This new approach

has first been demonstrated on the simple system formaldehyde. The long-term objective
is to be able to use the nonlinear optical (NLO) properties of a single dominant amino
acid to produce the NLO properties of an entire gas-phase protein, and then from there,
determine the NLO properties of isotropic protein and/or protein crystals.
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4.2 PDTPA From Beta and Gamma Tensors
Two main questions are addressed using the general atomic and molecular
electronic structure system (GAMESS) TDHF calculations regarding
hyperpolarizabilities of formaldehyde, and how higher order tensor elements (beta,
gamma) can be broken down into products of alpha tensors and transition moments near
resonance. The first main question postulates that beta (second harmonic generation)
tensor elements are equal to the product of the transition moment and alpha for twophoton absorbance. In other words, the following equation holds true:
∗
In Eq. 1,

(1)

is the polarized transition moment,

is the two-photon absorption

amplitue, and a, b, and c are any direction of polarizability. Line(ω) is a line shaped sum
function that contains the incident frequency dependence and contribution from each
resonance. An established model for this function is:
∑
In Eq. 2,

, …

Г

(2)

is a resonance frequency, and Г is a dampening factor. This line

shape function is consistent with the resonance enhancement observed in experiments.
As half the incident frequency approaches a resonance, the line shaped function will
quickly increase to infinity in value, causing the measured

signal to also increase to

near infinity. The second main question postulates that gamma (TPA and TPE) is equal
to the product of the two two-photon matrices. In other words, that the following
equation holds true:
∗

(3)
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In Eq. 3, a, b, c, and d are orthogonal directions of polarizability,
frequency-dependent line shaped function,
and

is the

is the two-photon emission amplitude,

is the two-photon absorption amplitude.
Since GAMESS TDHF calculations are parametric, the TPA matrix cannot be

calculated directly. But certain ratios of second order tensor elements can be taken to
verify the above mentioned equations. For example, imagine taking the ratio of
/

. This would give the following expression:
∗

(4)

∗

If ω is taken to be near resonance, then it becomes apparent that the line shaped
functions will cancel, on account that the dominant contributing resonance cancels. The
polarized transition moments also cancel, leaving a ratio of alpha two-photon absorption
amplitudes,

/

. In a similar fashion, certain ratios of alpha two-photon absorption

amplitudes can be indirectly determined from gamma calculations. For example, taking
/

the ratio of

to get the following equation:

∗

(5)

∗

Again, terms cancel, leaving a ratio of alpha two-photon absorption amplitudes,
/

. These equations can be verified by comparing any two beta tensor ratios which

give the same ratio of TPA amplitudes and confirming that the values are nearly the
same. Data mentioned further in this chapter demonstrates this confirmation.
Figure 4-1 is a graph plotted for
nm increments.

over the range from 800 nm to 10 nm in 10
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Any energy higher than 350 nm results in complete divergence in all tenser
elements. The divergence is likely due to the location of the first resonance predicted by
TDHF at about 175 nm. For reference, all the provided data in the listed tables are taken
at 380 nm incident wavelength. Note how the plot does not oscillate. This is an apparent
contradiction to the line shaped function, which would predict an increase as the as the
incident frequency approaches the first resonance, then decrease as it passes over, then
increase again when reaching the second resonance, and so on. The reason for the lack of
oscillation can be attributed to the fact that the locations of the resonances are relatively
close to each other, and continue to become closer for higher frequencies. The
oscillations are in fact there, but they are buried, but possibly can be recovered by a linear
fit.
Figure 4-2 is a plot of the ratio of beta tensor element values which cancel to give
a ratio of two-photon absorption amplitudes near resonance. Where the plot flattens
corresponds to a resonance. Near resonance the line shaped functions cancel (on account
of being dominated by a single pathway), enabling the ratio of alpha two-photon
absorption amplitudes to be relatively frequency-independent.
In Table 4-1, each row corresponds to changing only the first index in the beta
tensor element, which according to the mentioned theory, changes only the polarized
dipole moment in the numerator and denominator in Eq. 4. But since the polarized dipole
moment in the numerator and in the denominator always match, they should always
cancel, consistently leaving the ratio of alpha two-photon absorption amplitudes (ie,
XX/XY, in the first row). As can be seen in Table 4-1, beta tensor values are very
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consistent within a single row, as predicted. These values also agreed well with polarized
transitions taken from a CIS calculation, showing further internal consistency.
Due to the fact that multiple pathways will compete off resonance, it is expected
that these ratios do not agree for off-resonance measurements. Some brief data was taken
to confirm this, with measurements taken at 500 nm, which is much below the first
electronic resonance energy, and this was found to be the case.
Eq. 5 can also be verified in the similar manner of testing for consistency among
certain calculated gamma tensor ratios. For example, the ratio can be taken to give the
following expression:
∗

(6)

∗

Again, the line shaped function will only cancel for near resonance
measurements, due to domination by one pathway. The alphas for two-photon emission
(ih) should cancel as well, leaving only the ratios for two photon absorption amplitudes
(jk and lm). In Table 4-2, it is shown that again, internal consistency is observed. For
example, row one describes the polarization dependent ratio of two photon absorption
amplitudes

/

, and it is observed that row one is consistent regardless of what is

chosen for polarization dependent two photon emission. It can also ensured that the same
alpha ratios calculated from taking gamma and beta ratios match each other,
demonstrating further internal consistency. For example,
∗

∗

∗

∗

(7)

For near resonance measurements, all the line functions cancel. In the case of
gamma ratios, the alpha two photon emission amplitudes cancel, and in the case of beta
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ratios, the polarized transition moments cancel – leaving the same
expressions. This is observed when comparing

value in both

, for example. The value is near -37

when calculated, regardless if it is derived from the beta or the gamma calculations.

4.3 Resonance Dependent Beta Coefficients from a Linear Fit
Recent work is now focused on fitting the measured data of formaldehyde (and
soon tryptophan) to a linear fit in hopes of recovering resonance dependent beta
coefficients. Mathcad was used to make the fit, and the data was fit to the following
equation:
∑
The

, …

∗

(8)

term is to account for photon scattering, and the dampening term Г is

omitted. The resonances were determined from a Time Dependent Density Function
Theory (TD-DFT). The only adjustable parameters are the resonance dependent beta
coefficients, and so it is a linear fit. A single fit corresponds to a particular set of
orientations for three wave mixing (SHG), such as x in, y in, y out. This fit allows the
farming of the polarization and resonance dependent second order nonlinear response of
the sample. Two ways to test how well the algorithm is working is to see how well the
fitted data fits the measured data, as well as whether or not we see good internal
agreement when taking ratios of the determined beta coefficients, such that the transition
moments cancel to give alpha two photon absorption amplitude ratios (now at each
resonance). Although good internal agreement was observed among the coefficient
ratios, the linear fit is something were still having trouble with. For example, observe the
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fitted data for

for three wave mixing.. As can be seen in Figures 4-3 and 4-4, the

attempt to fit such huge magnitude values in the higher frequency range causes massive
deviations between the fit and the data in the lower frequency range. Below is the same
fit plotted only to 0.1 hartrees for clarification.
Although the internal agreement among the fit coefficients (that give the same
alpha two photon absorption values) are encouraging, the failure to produce a good fit to
the measured data suggests that something is wrong with the model. Alternative models
are currently being studied in an attempt to give a better fit. One such model adds a
dampening factor represented by a square function. Another possible model includes a
dampening factor that is represented by the fuorier transform of a one-sided exponential.
These alternative models were the next in line to be studied.
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Table 4-1 Formaldehyde SHG tensor elements. Comparison of 27 unique Beta tensor
elements calculated on Formaldehyde using TDHF. Incident energy at 380 nm.
iXX/iXY
iXX/iYY
iYY/iXY
iXX/iXZ
iXX/iZZ
iZZ/iXZ
iYY/iYZ
iYY/iZZ
iZZ/iYZ

i=X
-11.1862
-37.469
0.298546
-11.6537
-1.02737
11.3433
-0.13904
0.027419
-5.07102

Y
-11.1852
-37.4317
0.298817
-11.6543
-1.02733
11.34422
-0.13918
0.027446
-5.07104

Z
-11.1853
-37.4684
0.298527
-11.6536
-1.02737
11.34321
-0.13904
0.02742
-5.0708
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Table 4-2 Formaldehyde gamma tensor elements. Comparison of several unique
Gamma tensor elements calculated on Formaldehyde using TDHF. Incident energy at
380 nm.
iXXi/iYYi
iXXi/iZZi
iYYi/iZZi

i=X
‐37.4681
‐1.02737
0.02742

Y
‐37.4591
‐1.02735
0.027426

Z
‐37.4673
‐1.02736
0.02742
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